
 

 

 

 

Sino-Russian Business: What you should know about Intellectual Property Rights in the People’s 

Republic of China 

 

Basic Principles 

The People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) is a member of several international treaties, including the Paris 

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (“Paris Convention”), the Patent Cooperation Treaty 

(“PCT”), the Madrid Agreement for the International Registration of Marks (“Madrid Agreement”), the 

Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (“Berne Convention”) and the 

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (“TRIPS”).  

Any foreigner or foreign enterprise may apply for registration of a patent or trademark in the PRC under a 

bilateral agreement or international treaty or on the basis of the principles of reciprocity. For example, 

China and Russia are members of the Paris Convention, therefore enterprises or individuals of Russia 

are entitled to apply for the registration of patents with the PRC State Intellectual Property Office (“SIPO”) 

and for the registration of trademarks with the PRC State Trademark Office (“STO”) respectively. For the 

registration of patents in the PRC, the applicant may either nationally apply for registration of the patents 

with the SIPO or may invoke the PCT to apply for international registration with the Russian patent office 

or the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) and then request to designate the protection of 

the international registration to China. In case of a trademark registration in the PRC, the applicant may 

either nationally, i.e. in the PRC apply for the registration of trademarks with the STO. As an alternative, 

since both China and Russia are members of the Madrid Agreement, the applicant may also invoke the 

Madrid Agreement to apply for a territorial extension of the international registration to the PRC. I.e. the 

applicant shall file an application for the international registration of its trademarks with the WIPO in 

Geneva and request to extend the protection of the international registration to China. The first-to-file rule 

is adopted in the registration of trademarks. Where two or more applicants file trademark applications, the 

trademark will be granted to the applicant who submitted the application first. Prior use is generally 

irrelevant. 

Pursuant to the PRC Copyright Law, if a foreign company enjoys the copyright in accordance with an 

international treaty acceded to by both the home country of the company and China, such copyright will 

be protected automatically in the PRC. Because China and Russia are members of the Berne Convention 

and the TRIPS, the copyright enjoyed by a Russian company shall be protected automatically in the PRC. 

The protection of the copyright within the PRC is not subject to any registration procedures according to 

PRC law. However, the copyright owner may voluntarily apply for copyright registration with the Copyright 

Protection Center of China (“CPCC”). From a legal point of view, copyright registration provides an easy 

way to prove the existence of a copyright. According to PRC law, a Copyright Registration Certificate 

issued by the CPCC will be prima facie evidence of the ownership of a copyright. 

 

Registration of IP Rights 

1. In order to apply for patent registration with the SIPO, the applicant will need to file an application with 

the SIPO together with required supporting documents.  



 

a) An application for an invention patent is subject to a substantial examination. The SIPO will check 

whether the invention meets the patentability criteria, and in particular whether it has the 

properties of novelty, inventiveness and industrial applicability. Due to this detailed examination, 

registration of the invention patent can be time-consuming and expensive. An application for an 

invention patent will be published by the SIPO after eighteen months from the date of application. 

Upon the request of the applicant, the SIPO may publish the application earlier. 

   

b) An application for a utility model or a design patent is only subject to a preliminary examination. 

The SIPO will merely check whether the application documents are in line with the formalities 

stipulated in the PRC Patent Law. Therefore, the registration of a utility model or a design patent 

will typically be completed within one year from the date of application.  

 

2. The term of protection of an invention patent in the PRC is 20 years. The term of a utility model or a 

design patent is 10 years. This term is calculated from the date of application and is non-extendable. 

After the granting of an invention patent, a utility model patent or a design patent, the patentee is 

entitled to prohibit other companies or individuals from exploiting its patent.  

 

3. Compared with an invention patent, a utility model has advantages, such as, much lower filing costs, 

speedy procedure and quick enforcement. However, an invention patent has the advantage of a 

longer protection term. The applicant may choose the patent type according to the product lifecycle 

and characters of new technical solutions. According to the PRC Patent Law, the applicant is allowed 

to file an invention application and a utility model application with SIPO at the same time for an 

identical invention-creation. In this case, the applicant can enjoy the following advantages: 

a) The patent right of the utility model is normally granted in one year, and the patentee may enforce 

its exclusive rights quickly. 

b) A request for a substantive examination of the invention patent application can be filed within 

three years from the filing date or the priority date. And so, the applicant may defer the request for 

substantive examination so that he has more time to evaluate the market potential of the related 

invention. If the result of the evaluation is not good, the applicant may abandon the invention 

patent application without payment of the examination fees.   

c) When an invention patent is allowed to be granted, the applicant may choose to abandon the 

related utility model patent right. In this case, the applicant has enjoyed enforcing its exclusive 

right of the utility model patent for the time until the invention patent has been granted.  

 

4. In order to apply for the national registration of a trademark with the STO, the applicant shall first file 

an application with the STO. If the filing documents are complete, the STO will issue a Filing Receipt 

to the applicant within two months in order to specify the Chinese application number and Chinese 

application date of the above trademark application. Usually the STO will examine the applications 

and publish them in the official Trademark Gazette within 15 months. If no opposition is raised within 

three months from the publishing date, the trademark will be granted registration and a relevant 

Certificate of Trademark Registration will be issued by the STO to the applicant. Please note that 

according to the current practice of the STO, the whole procedure for trademark registration will 

usually take about 18 months from the application until approval of the registration of the trademark. 

Please further note that according to the PRC law, if the applicant is a foreign company, a Chinese 

trademark agent has to be commissioned to submit the application documents to the STO. The term 

of protection of a registered trademark is 10 years from the date of registration and it can be renewed. 



 

5. In order to apply for copyright registration with the CPCC, the applicant will need to file an application 

with the CPCC together with the required supporting documents. The CPCC will complete the 

examination of the application within 30 days from the acceptance date. If the application meets the 

requirements of the CPCC, it will issue a Certificate of Copyright Registration. 

 

Enforcement of IP Rights 

1. Article 57 of the PRC Patent Law provides two remedies against patent infringements, i.e. 

administrative actions and court actions. This means that both the local administrative department for 

patent affairs and the court have the power to determine whether a patent infringement is established, 

and order the infringer to immediately stop the patent infringement. Generally speaking, legal actions 

in respect of patent infringement are time-consuming due to the involvement of technological factors. 

In practice the administrative actions of the local administrative department for patent affairs are 

usually faster and less costly than court proceedings.  

 

The administrative actions of the local administrative department for patent affairs have the authority 

to conduct an onsite inspection in order to collect evidence, but cannot detain the counterfeit products 

in most cases. If the patent owner wants to claim for damages, it has to institute court proceedings 

against the infringer. The amount of damages for patent infringement will be calculated according to 

the benefits gained by the infringer or the losses suffered by the patent owner due to the infringement. 

If neither of them can be determined, courts may award statutory damages of up to RMB 1,000,000 

(approx. Euro 125,000) under the PRC Patent Law. 

 

2. Article 53 of the PRC Trademark Law provides for two remedies against trademark infringements, i.e. 

administrative actions and court proceedings. This means that both the local Administration for 

Industry and Commerce (“AIC”) and the court have the power to determine whether a trademark 

infringement is established, and to order the infringer to immediately stop the trademark infringement. 

Because the AIC has the power to conduct a raid action and detain the counterfeit products, in 

practice the administrative actions of the AIC can effectively and rapidly raid the infringers. However, 

if the trademark owner wants to claim for damages, it has to institute court proceedings against the 

infringer. The amount of damages for trademark infringement will be calculated according to the 

benefits gained by the infringer or the losses suffered by the trademark owner due to the infringement. 

If neither of them can be determined, the courts may impose statutory damages of up to RMB 

500,000.  

Please note that the Chinese Government has released a further draft of the revised PRC Trademark 

Law (the “2012 Draft”) for public comment. The 2012 Draft was released by the National People’s 

Congress on 28 December 2012 and the deadline of 31 January 2013 has been set for the receipt of 

public comments. The 2012 Draft imposes heavier penalties for repeated malicious trademark 

infringers, with compensation being two to three times higher. It also increases the maximum 

statutory damages for trademark infringement from 500,000 RMB (approx. Euro 62,500) to 1,000,000 

RMB (approx. Euro 125,000).  

 

3. Article 47 of the PRC Copyright Law provides for two remedies against copyright infringements, i.e. 

administrative actions and court proceedings. Both the local copyright administration and the court 

have the power to determine whether the copyright infringement has been established or not, and to 

order the infringer to immediately stop the copyright infringement. The copyright holder may file a 



complaint with the local copyright administration against copyright infringement in the PRC if the 

copyright infringement has also impaired the public interest. However, if the copyright holder cannot 

prove that the copyright infringement has impaired the public interest, it has to initiate a lawsuit 

against the infringer.  

 

The local copyright administration may impose fines but only courts are entitled to award damages. 

The amount of damages for copyright infringement will be calculated according to the actual losses of 

the copyright holder. If the actual losses are difficult to calculate, the damages paid will be based on 

the illegal revenues earned by the infringer. If neither of them can be determined, courts may award 

damages of up to RMB 500,000 under the PRC Copyright Law. 

 

Customs Protection of IP Rights  

1. According to the PRC Regulations of Customs Protection of Intellectual Property Rights (“Customs 

Protection Regulations”), if the IP owner has sufficient evidence which reflects that the infringer is 

exporting the counterfeit products abroad, the IP owner may directly file a written application and 

relevant evidence with the local Customs office and request the authority to detain the counterfeit 

products. In the written application, the IP owner shall specify the name of the consignees or 

consignors of the counterfeit products, the port where the counterfeit products may be exported, the 

time and the means of transport etc. The IP owner shall also provide a guarantee for detaining the 

counterfeit products. The amount shall be equal to the value of the counterfeit products which will be 

detained. Upon examination, the local Customs office will detain the counterfeit products and inform 

the IP owner in writing. The IP owner shall then immediately apply for an injunction with regard to the 

counterfeit products. In case the court decides to grant the injunction, the court will further request 

the local Customs office to assist in the enforcement of the injunction. Please note that according to 

the Customs Protection Regulations, if the local Customs office does not obtain the notification from 

the court in respect of the enforcement of the injunction within 20 days after detaining the counterfeit 

products, the local Customs office will release the detained counterfeit products. 

 

2. In practice, it is usually difficult for the IP owner to collect the above detailed information regarding 

the export of the counterfeit products. The common practice is that the IP owner shall apply for 

recordal of its intellectual property rights with the PRC General Administration of Customs. Upon 

receipt of the recordal of the intellectual property rights of the IP owner, according to Article 16 of the 

Customs Protection Regulations, if the local Customs office discovers that a consignment of import 

or export goods is suspected of infringing upon the recorded intellectual property rights of the IP 

owner, the local Customs office will immediately notify the IP owner in writing. Within 3 days after 

service of the notification from the local Customs office, the IP owner may request the local Customs 

office to detain the suspected goods.  

 

Online IP Protection 

Many infringers distribute counterfeit products via the main Chinese B2B and/or B2C websites 

(“Websites”), such as Taobao, Alibaba, etc. According to Article 36 of the PRC Tort Liability Law, where 

an Internet subscriber uses Internet services of an Internet service provider to infringe the intellectual 

property rights of the owner, the IP owner shall have right to notify the Internet service provider to take 

necessary measures such as the deletion, blocking and severance of the link. If the Internet service 

provider fails to take the necessary measures in a timely manner after receipt of the notice, it shall bear 

joint and several liabilities with the Internet subscriber for the additional damages caused thereby. The 



owner may file a complaint with the Websites and request them to remove the infringing links and close 

the relevant online shops.  

  

Licensing of IP Rights 

1. The licensing of both patents and patent applications are permitted in the PRC. Both the licensor and 

licensee must apply for recordal of the patent license agreement within three months of the execution 

of the agreement.  

 

Further, according to the PRC Regulations on Administration of Import and Export of Technologies, if 

a foreign legal entity licenses its patents and patent applications to a Chinese legal entity or vice 

versa, such license will be deemed as technology import or technology export. The patent license 

agreement shall be registered with the competent Authority of Commerce.  

 

China has foreign exchange control. The registration is no precondition for the validity of the patent 

license agreement. However, without registration of the patent license agreement with the above 

competent Chinese authorities, the Chinese entity is not allowed to remit the royalties in foreign 

currency abroad or vice versa. 

 

2. The license of registered trademarks is subject to registration at the STO. The registration is not a 

precondition for the validity of the trademark license agreement, but it is necessary for remitting the 

royalties in foreign currency abroad or vice versa if one party to the trademark license agreement is a 

foreign legal entity. 

 

3. A copyright owner is permitted to license others to exercise its copyright, excluding the moral rights 

specified in the PRC Copyright Law. It is not necessary to register the license of the copyright with the 

CPCC. However, the parties may voluntarily apply for registration of the license of the copyright with 

the CPCC. 

 

4. The licensing of the non-patented technology i.e. know-how, is permitted in the PRC. According to the 

PRC Regulations on Administration of Import and Export of Technologies, if a foreign legal entity 

licenses its know-how to a Chinese legal entity or vice versa, such license will be deemed as 

technology import or technology export. The technology license agreement shall be registered with 

the competent Authority of Commerce. The registration is not a precondition for the validity of the 

technology license agreement. However, without registration of the technology license agreement 

with the competent Authority of Commerce, the Chinese entity is not allowed to remit the royalties in 

foreign currency abroad or vice versa. 

 

Assignment of IP Rights 

1. In order to transfer the ownership of a patent/patent application and/or a registered 

trademark/trademark application, the assignor and the assignee must conclude a written assignment 

agreement. The assignee is obligated to submit the application documents with the STO or the SIPO, 

as the case may be. The transfer of a patent/patent application and/or a registered 

trademark/trademark application takes effect upon registration. 

 



2. A copyright owner is permitted to assign all or part of the copyright excluding the moral rights 

specified in the PRC Copyright Law. It is not necessary to register the transfer of the copyright with 

the CPCC. However, the parties may voluntarily apply for registration of the transfer of the copyright 

with the CPCC. 
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